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THE INTERACTION OF EXTRAPOSITION FROM dP AND 
RIGHT NODE RAISING IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH

marian alVeS

Universidad del País Vasco

1. introduction

This paper explores the interaction of two operations that have been traditionally ana-
lyzed as involving rightward movement: extraposition from dP (ex) and Right Node Rais-
ing (rnr)1. The two operations are illustrated in (1) and (2), respectively. In the two sets 
of data the low hyphen indicates the positions in which the sentence-final constituent is 
interpreted. In what follows, it will also be shown that Spanish and English display the 
same patterns in this particular area of grammar.

(1) a. Peter wrote a book _ last year about global warming.

b. Pedro escribió un libro _ el año pasado sobre el calentamiento global.

Peter wrote(3sg) a book the year past about the warming global.

(2) a. Peter wrote _,  and  Mary  edited _,        the article     about Right Node Raising.

b. Pedro escribió _, y      María  editó _,       el artículo   sobre RNR.

Peter wrote(3sg) and Mary   edited(3sg) the  article   about rnr.

ex involves the rightward displacement of a PP or relative clause away from the head noun 
it modifies. The extraposed constituent (ec) is assumed to adjoin to the minimal maximal 
projection containing its head noun (Guéron & May 1984; Culicover & Rochemont 1990; 
Baltin 2005, among many others). Thus, in the case of ex from an object (to which the 
discussion is restricted for simplicity) the ec adjoins to VP. The operation is schematically 
represented in (3).

(3) [
tP
 Peter [vP tSU [v’ wrote [

VP
[

VP
[

VP
 tV a book ti] last year] about global warmingi]]]].

Right Node Raising (rnr) constructions are characterized by the presence of a gap in 
the non-final conjunct(s) of a coordinate structure. One consequence of this linearity is 
that the rightmost constituent in these sentences is interpreted in several positions. In the 
example provided in (2) above, the dP the article about rnr/el artículo sobre rnr is inter-
preted as the internal argument of the predicates in the two conjuncts. Following Postal 
(1998), I will refer to the right-node-raised constituent as the pivot. A more detailed ac-
count of the syntax of rnr is provided in section 2 below.

1 It has to be noted that the acceptability of rnr in Spanish is subject to speaker-variation. Bošković (2004) 
makes the same observation concerning English.
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Interesting for the purposes of this paper is the fact that a sentence-final PP or relative 
clause modifier can also modify two head nouns, as in (4) below, where both the article 
and the book can be interpreted as dealing with global warming.

(4) and Mary  read   Peter  wrote         an article       

b.Pedro   escribió un artículo y María leyó 

Mary  read(3sg) a book 

Similar data have been described in the literature on ex as involving split antecedents. 
The sentences in (5) are drawn from Culicover & Rochemont (1990).

(5) a. A man came in and a woman went out who were very similar.

b. A man came in and a woman went out who know each other very well.

The pivot can also include a head noun, an ec and an adverbial separating them, as in (6).

(6) a. Peter wrote and Mary edited a book last year about global warming.

b. Pedro escribió y María editó un libro   el año pasado 
sobre el calentamiento global.

Peter wrote(3sg) and Mary edited(3sg) a book  the year past 
about the warming global.

Before going on to analyze the sentences in (4) to (6) in more detail, I will dwell for a 
while on the syntactic analysis of rnr.

2. the analySeS of rnr

The name of the operation (rnr) describes quite closely what the phenomenon was tradi-
tionally assumed to involve: a constituent that occupies the rightmost position in two (or 
more) conjuncts is raised to adjoin to a high node (probably S’/cP). As a result, the phrase 
that now surfaces sentence-finally appears to be ‘shared’ by the two conjuncts. In the ex-
amples in (2) above, the pivot is at the same time the direct object of the two predicates 
wrote/escribió and edited/editó. The movement operation just described is of the Across-
the-Board (atB) type. This analysis is argued for in Ross (1967), Bresnan (1974), Hudson 
(1976), Maling (1972), Postal (1974, 1998), Sabbagh (2007), and Clapp (2008), among 
many others. The derivation of a sentence like (2) above is roughly as in (7). I will assume 
for concreteness that the pivot adjoins to the coordination phrase (&P).

(7) [&P[&P [tP
 Peter wrote ti] [&’and [

tP
 Mary edited ti]]][the article about rnr]i.]

The data shown in (8) below −drawn from Abels (2004)− pose a serious problem for a 
derivation along the lines in (7), as rnr appears to be insensitive to islands, which is to-
tally unexpected if it involves movement.

sobre el calentamiento global. 
Peter    wrote(3sg) an article and 
about global warming.

a book 

un libro

a.
about global warming.
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(8) a. John wonders [when Bob Dylan wrote _] and Mary wants to know [when he 
recorded _] his great song about the death of Emmett Till.

b. I know a man [who buys _] and you know a woman [who sells _] gold rings and
raw diamonds from South Africa.

c. Josh got angry [after he discovered _], and Willow quit [after finding out about _],
the company’s pro-discriminatory policy.

The pivot is related to a position inside an embedded wh-clause in (8a), a complex nP in 
(8b) and a clausal adjunct in (8c), all three well-established islands for extraction.

Another piece of evidence that has sometimes been presented against movement ac-
counts is the fact that rnr (unlike other rightward movement operations) does not obey 
Ross’s (1967) Right Roof Constraint (roughly, the prohibition to cross clause boundaries). 
Compare in this respect the two sentences in (9). (9a) is grammatical in spite of the fact 
that the pivot is related to positions inside embedded clauses. ex, on the other hand, can-
not cross clause boundaries, as witnessed in the ungrammaticality of (9b). The datum in 
(9a) has been drawn from Sabbagh (2007), that in (9b) from Kayne (1994). 

(9) a. Josh promised [that he would give _ to Jamie], and Joss claimed [that he was going 
to give _ to Sue], all of the answers to the final exam.

b. *The fact [
cP
 that someone ti walked into the room] was irrelevant [who I knew]i.

In the light of this type of data, some linguists have proposed an alternative analysis of 
rnr in terms of ellipsis of a constituent in the first conjunct under identity with the pivot 
(Wexler and Culicover 1980; Levine 1985, 2001; Kayne 1994; Bošković 2004; Wilder 
1997; and Hartmann 2000). The constituent that is eventually realized occupies its base 
position, as shown schematically in (10).

(10) [&P [tP
 Peter wrote the article about rnr] [&’and [

tP
 Mary edited the article about 

rnr.]]]

But this analysis is not exempt from problems. Thus, Sabbagh (2007) discusses the scope 
facts in (11) as indicative of a relatively high structural position of the pivot.

(11) a. Some nurse gave a flu shot to _ and administered a blood test for _ every patient 
who was admitted last night.

b. Some nurse gave a flu shot to every patient and administered a blood test for
every patient.

Only in the case of rnr in (11a) can the universally quantified pivot take scope over the 
existentially quantified subject. Given that scope requires c-command, the pivot has to 
be in a position from which it c-commands the subject. This configuration arises only in 
the analysis in terms of atB-movement. With the object in situ (as in (11b)), the reading 
in which the existential quantifier takes scope over the universal quantifier is obligatory2.

2 For a more complete review of pros and cons of the different analyses, the reader is referred to Bošković 
(2004), Sabbagh (2007) and Abels (2004).
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Very recently, Valmala (2012) has proposed that the apparently conflicting evidence 
just reviewed results from the erroneous conflation of two different phenomena. Accord-
ing to him, the label rnr has been used to refer to two different constructions which he 
dubs Focal-Pivot rnr (fp-rnr) and Non-Focal-Pivot rnr (nfp-rnr). Since both display 
the same linear sequence, they have been taken to be instances of the same operation. 
However, the two constructions differ in their information structural and prosodic proper-
ties. Roughly, in fP-rnr, the pivot is focalized, whereas in nfP-rnr it is not. In the para-
graphs that follow, the two phenomena will be presented in some detail.

Valmala (2012) qualifies the claim made in Postal (1998) that verbal agreement in 
I’ pivots must be summative when the two coordinated subjects are singular, as in (12) 
below. According to him, this is only the case in fP-rnr constructions. Things are dif-
ferent when the pivot is not focalized (i.e. in nfP-rnr). In the latter case, only singular 
agreement is possible. Following standard practice, the focalized constituents appear in 
capitals.

(12) a. The pilot claimed that the first nurse, and the sailor proved that the second 
nurse, were SPieS/*waS a SPy.

b. The pilot claimed that the first nurse and the sailor proved that the Second

nurSe was a spy/*were spies.

Given that the pivot is associated with a focus feature in fP-rnr, Valmala (2012) claims 
that its derivation involves atB-movement of this constituent to the Spec of a focus pro-
jection in the left periphery of the sentence. Subsequent remnant movement of &P to the 
SpecTopicP derives the final lineal sequence. The derivation of a sentence like (12a) is 
shown in (13)3.

(13) a. atB movement of the pivot to SpecFocusP

[FocusP were spiesi [Focus’ Focus [&P [tP
 the pilot claimed that the first nurse ti] [&’ and [

tP 

the sailor proved that the second nurse ti]]]]]

b. Remnant movement of &P to SpecTopicP

[TopicP [&P [tP
 the pilot claimed that the first nurse ti] [&’ and [

tP the sailor proved that the 
second nurse ti]]] [Topic’Topic [FocusP were spiesi [Focus’ Focus t&P]]]]

(14) below shows the schematic representation of the prosodic contour of this type 
of construction. The pivot is focalized, and there is a pause immediately before it. A 
second pause may be optionally inserted between the two conjuncts.

(14) [conjunct 1] (,) [conjunct 2], PiVot.

The derivation of what Valmala (2012) calls nfP-rnr involves ellipsis of the pivot in the 
first conjunct, as shown in (15).

(15) [&P [tP
 The pilot claimed that the first nurse was a spy] [&’ and [

tP
 the sailor proved 

that the Second nurSe was a spy].

3 Notice that this analysis is a reinterpretation of the old rightward movement account along lines that 
comply with minimalist assumptions. In more traditional terms, one would assume that the pivot moves atB 
to the right to adjoin to &P. I will follow Valmala’s reformulation as leftward movement.
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(16)  shows the prosodic patterns associated with nfP-rnr. As can be seen, when the 
pivot is not focalized (and independently from the fact that some other constituent 
may be a focus), there is no prosodic break before it.

(16) a. [conjunct 1 focuS] (,) [conjunct 2 focuS] (*,) pivot

b. focuS [conjunct 1] (,) [conjunct 2] (*,) pivot

c. [conjunct 1] (,) [conjunct 2] (*,) pivot

Valmala (2012) provides several arguments in favor of this dual analysis. One of them has 
to do with parasitic gaps. Only a fP can license a parasitic gap, as shown in (17), a clear 
indication that the pivot has been A-bar moved4.

(17) a. Peter reviewed without reading, and Bill revised, two PaPerS on rnr.

b. Peter revised, and Bill reviewed without reading, two PaPerS on rnr.

c. Peter edited without revising, and Bill reviewed without reading, two PaPerS

on rnr.

These sentences contrast with the nfP-rnr constructions in (18) below, where the para-
sitic gap cannot be licensed by the pivot, an indication that the latter does not occupy an 
A-bar position. This situation is compatible with the pivot being in situ.

(18) a. Peter reviewed and Bill reViSed my paper.

b. *Peter reviewed without reading and Bill reViSed my paper.

c. *Peter published and Bill reViewed without reading my paper.

d. *Peter published and Bill reViewed my paper without reading.

Another piece of evidence comes from scope facts like those presented in (11) above in 
favor of the movement analysis of ex. Valmala (2012) observes here again an asymmetry 
between fP- and nfP-rnr. Consider (19).

(19) a. Some nurse gave a flu shot to, and administered a blood test for, eVery Patient 
who waS admitted laSt niGht.

b. Some nurse gave a flu shot to and adminiStered a Blood teSt for every patient
who was admitted last night.

Only if the pivot is focalized can the universal quantifier take scope over the existential 
quantifier in the subject of the sentence, as in (19a). This reading is not possible in (19b), 
where the pivot is not focalized.

Once the scene has been set, the time has come to present the data in which ex interacts 
with rnr.

4 These sentences pattern with atB wh-movement, as in (i).
(i) a. Which papers did Peter file without reading and Bill read twice?

b. Which papers did Peter read twice and Bill file without reading?
c. Which papers did Peter edit without revising and Bill review without reading?
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3. the interaction of rnr with ex

3.1. The data

Two linear patterns are relevant for the present discussion. They are illustrated in (20) and 
(21) for English and Spanish.

(20)  a. Pedro  escribió un artículo y María  leyó un libro  
sobre el calentamiento global.

Peter wrote(3sg) an article and   Mary   read(3sg)  a book  
about the warming global.

b. Peter wrote an article and Mary read a book about global warming.

(21)  a. Pedro  escribió          y  María editó un libro  el año pasado 

a book  the year past and   Mary    edited(3sg) 

b. Peter wrote and Mary edited a book last year about global warming.

The sentences in (20) show that a sub-constituent −in this case the PP modifier of a head 
noun− can undergo rnr. Thus, in these sentences, both the article and the book can be 
interpreted as dealing with global warming. The pivot in sentences like (21) is more 
complex. This time the sentence-final constituent is made up of the head noun, its modi-
fier and the intervening adverbial. Here, both the writing and the editing of a book about 
global warming took place last year. The fact that the head noun is separated from its 
modifier is a clear indication of the fact that ex has taken place, and that this has happened 
before rnr.

In the following subsections the patterns just introduced will be analyzed in some de-
tail. I will address first the constructions in which a modifier of a head noun constitutes 
the sole pivot of the rnr construction.

3.2. The modifier is the only pivot

Only post-nominal modifiers −the same constituents that can undergo ex− can become 
the pivot in rnr. The sentences I will use in this section to illustrate the phenomenon in-
volve clausal pivots, as interesting patterns of agreement emerge in these cases.

The agreement patterns observed in the cases of rnr of a relative clause largely coin-
cide with those illustrated in (12) above for I’ pivots. When the relative (or a constituent 
inside it) is not focalized and there is no prosodic pause preceding it, summative agree-
ment is not possible. In other words, the relative will be in the singular, even when it can 
be interpreted as modifying the dPs in the two conjuncts. English and Spanish display the 
same behavior in this particular respect, as can be seen in (22) and (23).

(22) a. John is writing an article and Mary is reading a Book that deals/*deal with 
global warming.

sobre el calentamiento global.

about the warming global.
Peter wrote(3sg) 
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b. John met a congressman and Bill interviewed a Senator that is/*are willing to
vote for the amendment.

(23) a. Juan  escribió  un artículo   y María   leyó 
que analizaba/*analizaban    las consecuencias del 

         un liBro 

cambio climático.

John wrote(3sg) an article   and Mary    read(3sg)  a book  
that analyzed(3sg)/analyzed(3pl) the consequences of-the change climatic.

‘John wrote an article and Mary read a Book that analyzed the consequences of 
climate change’.

b. Juan   se       reunió con un diputado          y Pedro   entrevistó  
a un Senador que   votará/*votaran a favor de la reforma.

John  CLrefl  met(3sg) with a congressman  and    Peter   interviewed(3sg) 

‘John met a congressman and Peter interviewed a Senator who will vote for the 
reform’.

In the (a) sentences, both the article and the book can be interpreted as dealing with global 
warming/the consequences of climate change. Similarly, in the (b) examples, both the 
congressman and the senator will vote for the amendment/the reform. It is important to 
notice that if the head noun were not a focus in these sentences, the relative could only be 
construed with the closest head noun, never with both.

The sentences involve a nfP and are, consequently, analyzed as cases of ellipsis. It can 
therefore be assumed that the clausal modifier is deleted in the first conjunct under iden-
tity with the relative clause in the second conjunct.

(24) a. John is writing an article that deals with global warming and Mary is reading 
a Book that deals with global warming.

b. John met a congressman that is willing to vote for the amendment and Bill
interviewed a Senator that is willing to vote for the amendment.

Interestingly, summative agreement is not blocked in all cases. For it to be possible, the 
relative (or some constituent inside it) has to be a focus. When the relative is immediately 
adjacent to the head noun, a pause is obligatorily inserted between them. Otherwise, it 
would tend to be interpreted as a modifier of the adjacent head noun only, with the subse-
quent agreement mismatch and unacceptability.

(25)  a. John is writing an article, and Mary is reading a book, that deal/*deals with 
GloBal warminG (not with global dimming).

b. John met a congressman, and Bill interviewed a senator, that are/*is willing to
vote for (not against) the amendment.

(26)  a. Juan  escribió un artículo,   y María leyó un libro, que 
analizaban/*analizaba  el camBio climático  (no la crisis económica).

John  wrote(3sg)   an article   and Mary read(3sg)    a    book    which 
analyzed(3pl)/*analyzed(3sg) the change climatic   (not the crisis economic).

to a senator who  will-vote(3sg)/will-vote(3pl )   in favor of the reform.
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‘John wrote an article and Mary read a book, which analyzed the climate change (not 
the economic crisis)’.

b. Juan se    reunió    con un diputado,   y     Pedro entrevistó a un 
que votarán/*votará a faVor de la reforma (no en contra).

         John  clre  met(3sg) with a congressman and Peter interviewed(3sg)  to a
senator  who will vote(3pl)/*will vote(3sg)  in favor            of the reform (not against).

‘John met a congressman and Peter interviewed a senator who will vote for the 
reform (not against it)’.

The presence of an adverbial between the head noun and the relative clause seems to force 
plural agreement, too. See (27).

(27) a. John        met     a congressman,       and  Bill  interviewed     
yesterday, that are willing to vote                      for the amendment.

b. Juan se      reunió con un diputado,        y Pedro entrevistó 
a un senador  que votarán/ *votará a faVor de la reforma.

John CLrefl  met(3sg) with a congressman and   Peter  
to a senator   yesterday who will vote(3pl)/ *will vote(3sg)   in favor of the reform.

‘John met a congressman and Peter interviewed a senator yesterday who will vote 
for the reform’.

If plural agreement can be regarded as a side effect of the atB-movement operation (Post-
al 1998), the derivation of the sentences above would be as represented schematically in 
(28).

(28) a. ex of the relative to adjoin to VP

[&P [tP
 John [

VP
 [

VP
 wrote [

dP
 an article ti]] that deals with…i]][&’ and [

tP Mary [
VP

[
VP

 read 
[

dP
 a book ti ]] that deals with …i]]]]

b. atB-movement of the relative to SpecFocusP

[FocusP that deals with …i [Focus’ Focus [&P [tP
 John wrote [

dP
 an article ti] ti] [&’ and [

tP
 

Mary read [
dP

 a book ti ] ti]]]]]

c. Remnant movement of &P to SpecTopicP

[TopicP [&P [tP
 John wrote [

dP
 an article ti] ti] [&’ and [

tP
 Mary read [

dP
 a book ti ] ti]]] [Topic’ 

Topic [FocusP that deals with …i [Focus’ Focus t&P]]]]

I have assumed that ex takes place before atB-movement because atB extraction of the 
relative clause from its base position inside dP would violate Subjacency, as two bound-
ing nodes would be crossed: dP and tP (Chomsky 1986). The problem disappears if the 
clausal modifier is previously extraposed and adjoined to VP, as represented in (28a). Let 
me now briefly turn to sentences in which the pivot very clearly includes an extraposed 
constituent.

senador

ayer 

interviewed(3sg) 

a senator
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3.2. A complex pivot

In the sentences in (29), more has been extraposed than just a modifier. In this case, the 
discontinuous dP object and the adverbial that surface sentence-finally are shared by the 
two predicates. Interesting in this construction is the fact that ex has clearly operated 
before rnr.

(29) a. John wrote and Mary edited three articles last year about global warming.

b. Juan escribió y María editó tres artículos  el año pasado 
sobre el   calentamiento global.

John wrote(3sg) and  Mary  edited(3sg) three articles the year past
about the warming        global.

Depending on the context of utterance, the sentences above will be associated with the 
prosodic patterns illustrated in (30) and (31).

(30) a. John wrote and Mary edited, three articleS last year about global warming.

b. Juan escribió y María editó, treS artículoS el año pasado sobre el calentamiento 
global.

(31) a. John wrote and Mary edited three articles last year about global warming.

b. Juan escribió y María editó tres artículos el año pasado sobre el calentamiento
global.

In (30), the focus is on three articles, for example, to correct some previous information 
to the effect that they wrote/edited only one article. This construction instantiates fP-rnr 
and is derived by atB movement of the pivot to SpecFocusP. If this interpretation of the 
construction is correct, the string three articles last year about global warming has to be a 
syntactic constituent. And it is, if ex applies inside VP. The simplified derivation is shown 
in (32).

(32) a. PP ex

[&P [tP
 John [vP wrote [

VP
[

VP
[

VP tV three articles ti] last year] about global warmingi]]] 
[&’and [

tP
 Mary [vP edited [

VP
[

VP
[

VP
 tV three articles ti] last year] about global warmingi]]]]]

b. atB-movement of VP to SpecFocusP

[FocusP [VP
 tV three articles ti last year about global warmingi] [Focus’ Focus [&P [tP

 John 
wrote t

VP
] [&’and [

tP
 Mary edited t

VP
]]]]]

c. Remnant movement of &P to SpecTopicP

[TopicP [&P [tP
 John wrote t

VP
] [&’and [

tP
 Mary edited t

VP
]]] [Topic’ Topic [FocusP [VP

 tV three 
articles ti last year about global warmingi] [Focus’ Focus t&P]]]]

ex takes place creating a three-layer VP, as in (32a). The verb abandons this projection to 
raise to v. The whole VP moves atB to SpecFocusP. Subsequent remnant movement of &P 
renders the final linear order.
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Turning now to (31), these sentences −with focus on the predicate in the second con-
junct− could be uttered in a context in which somebody has just claimed that Mary also 
wrote three articles. Since the focus is outside the pivot, the sentences have to be analyzed 
as case of nfP-rnr. In other words, they have to be derived via ellipsis of the pivot in the 
first conjunct. The (simplified) derivation is shown in (33). The VP in the first conjunct 
will undergo deletion under identity with the VP in the second conjunct.

(33) [&P [tP
 John [vP wrote [

VP
[

VP
[

VP tV three articles ti] last year] about global warmingi]]] 
[&’and [

tP
 Mary [vP edited [

VP
[

VP
[

VP
 tV three articles ti] last year] about global warmingi]]]]]

4. concluSion

In this paper I have sketched a proposal to analyze sentences in which two rightward 
movement operations coexist: rnr and ex from dP. Two sets of examples have been 
inspected. In one of them a sentence-final modifier (PP or relative clause) appears to be 
modifying two dPs at the same time. In the other a discontinuous dP and the adverbial 
separating head noun and ec can be interpreted with the predicates in two conjuncts.

In sentences in which a relative clause appears to be modifying two head nouns, in-
teresting agreement patterns emerge associated with different prosodic contours. These 
patterns are reminiscent of those discussed in Postal (1998) for I’ pivots. The relative can 
be in the plural (even when each of the head nouns it modifies is in the singular) only if 
some constituent contained in it is focalized. When there is no focus inside the relative, on 
the other hand, plural agreement is impossible. Extending Valmala’s (2012) proposal for 
I’ pivots, I concluded that the former sentences are derived by moving the relative atB to 
the specifier of a focus projection in the left periphery of the sentence, whereas the latter 
involve deletion of the relative in the first conjunct.

Based on the different prosodic contours that can be assigned to them, I conjectured 
that the same type of dual analysis extends to sentences with more complex pivots. This 
time the ‘shared’ constituent is a VP containing the trace of the verb, the dP source of the 
ec (which is the internal argument), a VP adverb and the constituent extraposed from 
the object. If either of these constituents is a focus, the derivation will proceed via atB-
movement of the VP. If the focus is outside this constituent, VP ellipsis will apply in the 
first conjunct.

Although certain aspects of the analysis outlined here are still in need of refinement, it 
is interesting to notice that, if it can be maintained, it provides a unified account to a set 
of rather complex data.
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